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Pod Organics Glows in Vanity Fair UK 
 
Australia’s newest Start-up – Glows in Vanity Fair  
 
Pod Organics founders Lauren Harrison and Kerrie Field are glowing after receiving 
an invitation from Vanity Fair UK to profile The Sweet Pea & Me range in their ‘Get 
the Glow’ section which profiles new brands and products. The first of three editions 
launched this week.  
 
Up until now the team have been focusing on building the brand organically and 
engaging with authentic followers. While International expansion has been on the 
horizon an invitation from Vanity Fair UK at this time was unexpected.  
 
Lauren and Kerrie were absolutely thrilled with the invitation to profile their products 
in such a prestigious publication. “ We were surprised when Vanity Fair reached out 
and also curious about how they had found us, a very new Australian Start-up.”  
 
Eager to understand the source they asked the question during the interview. The 
team at Vanity Fair said “they had been following us on Instagram since we won the 
Beauty Shortlist Awards.” They also thought the brand was a good fit for the 
publication and in particular their ‘Get the Glow’ section.  
 
In this edition Pod Organics are the only Australian products being profiled. “We are 
truly honoured to be standing with some amazing brands and products and making a 
mark for Australian start-ups who believe all natural and organic is the future for 
protecting those who we love and our precious planet”. 
 
Launching a brand during a pandemic is not without it’s challenges, however for this 
new Australian brand it has been a wonderful journey. Winning the Beauty Shortlist 
awards and being recognised along side some of the best natural beauty and self-
care products from around the world has truly made a difference. The Sweet Pea & 
Me range has been profiled in digital media both locally and internationally, selected 
as top products by industry experts and endorsed by health practitioners.  
 
The Pod Organics motto ‘Inspired by Nature and Made with Love’ encapsulates the 
spirit of the business and the passion and desire to make a difference for young 
families and those suffering with sensitive skin conditions. The opportunity to profile 
the brand in a prestigious publication with global circulation is very exciting for a 
small start-up.  
 
END 
 
For further information: 
http://www.podorganics.com.au 
 
Email: Lauren@podorganics.com.au 
Phone: 0408870443 
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